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Dealing from the Evolutionary Pawnshop: Review
How Lymphocytes Make Decisions
T cells. This first step is the decision that results in
specificity. Through the process of V(D)J recombination,
unique antigen receptors are expressed on individual T
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Department of Medicine cells. This process is stochastic although perhaps not
completely random. V(D)J recombination is also associ-Committees on Immunology and Developmental
Biology ated with the decision to become an ab versus gd T
cell. The next differentiative step occurs when double-The University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois 60637 positive ab thymocytes select between the CD41 and
CD81 single-positive fates. This decision is exclusive in²Clinical Immunology Section
Laboratory of Clinical Investigation the sense that cells have exited the cell cycle (Ernst et
al., 1995) and, therefore, one double-positive cell canNational Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease
National Institutes of Health adopt only one of the two fates (Figure 1).
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Counting on Lymphocytes: Divisions,
Decisions, and DiversityCell fate decisions are made throughout the embryogen-
The best-characterized cell fate decision of the periph-esis of higher vertebrates in order to pattern a complex
eral naive CD41 helper T cell appears to be a choice ofmulticellular organism. In the adult organism, cell fate
the Th1 or Th2 fate. Several recent developments in thisdecisions are continually made by lymphocytes to en-
field now prompt us to reexamine the current modelssure homeostasis in the uninfected individual and during
of how this decision is made. In the periphery, a naivedefense against pathogenic microorganisms. Helper T
helper T cell that becomes activated generally under-cells make numerous decisions during ontogeny, post-
goes rapid cellular proliferation. In the context of celldevelopmental circulation in lymphoid organs, and im-
division, each clonal T cell population begins makingmune response. The decision concerning which type of
decisions about functional (effector) differentiation. It iseffector cell to become upon antigenic challenge has
now evident that IL-2, an autocrine growth factor thatbeen reexamined closely in the past year. The results
has powerful proliferative effects on activated T cells,of these findings will serve as a model of what has
is expressed without entry into the cell cycle (Bird etbecome an increasingly exciting area of complex, devel-
al., 1998). By contrast, the cytokines that characterizeopmentally regulated gene expression. It is hoped that
effector lineages are regulated by the cell cycle. Thethis speculative and hypothetical portrait of lympho-
first expression of interferon-g (IFNg), the signature genecytes will help focus further discussion and investigation
of Th1 cells, requires entry into the S phase of the cellabout the evolution of cellular decision making in higher
cycle. IL-4, the signature gene of Th2 cells, requiresspecies.
greater cell division (at least three cycles) to be ex-
pressed (Bird et al., 1998). For some cytokines, evenDecisions Predating Helper T Cell Decisions
greater than four cell divisions may be required for theirTo put the current problem in perspective, it would be
expression (Gett and Hodgkin, 1998). It should be noteduseful to review the history of the decisions that were
that effector differentiation in B cells (isotype switching)required to supply us with an uncommitted, naive helper
is also regulated by cell division (Hodgkin et al., 1996;T cell. First, an evolutionary decision was made 450
Hasbold et al., 1998), and that for both T cells and Bmillion years ago. This was the selective survival of indi-
cells, the changes in effector gene expression are notviduals harboring the RAG genes. It is now generally
time-dependent but division number±dependent. Thus,accepted that the two closely linked genes, which en-
cell cycle±coupled, cell-autonomous counting mecha-code the central lymphocyte-specific enzymatic activi-
nisms may be a general feature of lymphocyte decisions.ties necessary for V(D)J recombination, are probably
Because the signature cytokines of Th1 and Th2 cellsderived from a retrotransposase (Agrawal et al., 1998;
are only expressed by cells that have committed to entryHiom et al., 1998). The irony, of course, is that the trans-
into the cell cycle(s), the formal possibility exists that aposable element containing the RAG genes, virtually
single naive T cell can give rise to progeny that havestolen from microbes, is essential for existence in a
two (or more) fates (see Figure 1 for contrasting models).microbial world and completely nonessential for normal
Thus, the differentiation of effector function resemblesdevelopment, growth, and reproduction in a clean envi-
that of specificity in the sense that a populational diver-ronment, isolated from most microbes.
sity may be generated. There has been some link estab-The definitive T cell lineage arises from multipotent
lished between V(D)J recombination and the cell cyclehematopoietic stem cells. Thymic development includes
(Schlissel et al., 1993; Li et al., 1996). It is unclear whetherthe first of several major differentiation steps made by
cell division is required to generate combinatorial diver-
sity or whether it is simply due to the large arrays of³ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: sreiner@
possible gene segments. For diversity to be generatedmail.med.upenn.edu).
in the effector repertoire of a clonal B cell or T cell,§ Present address: University of Pennsylvania, 421 Curie Boulevard,
4th Floor, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104. however, there must be cell division in order to yield
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necessary to transactivate the gene, including signaling
and DNA-binding proteins specific for the color gene.
The variegated effect can result merely from transposi-
tion of the eye color gene proximate to a less-accessible
chromatin environment.
Position-effect can be engineered in lymphocytes
when positive cis-acting sequences are deleted from a
uniformly expressed gene, resulting in an infrequent or
variegated pattern of expression (Festenstein et al.,
1996). The initial cell divisions following polarized T cell
differentiation appear variegated. All cells may be sig-
naled to become either Th1 or Th2 cells, but only small
numbers initially adopt effector fates (Bucy et al., 1995;
Bird et al., 1998). A model predicting that Th1 and Th2
cells arise from a common precursor cell expressing
multiple cytokines (Kamogawa et al., 1993) is seemingly
at odds with a model suggesting variegated initial appear-Figure 1. Helper T Cell Differentiation Is Coupled to the Cell Cycle
ances of effector lineages. This might reflect insensitivityIn the thymus (A), a double-positive cell makes a postmitotic and
exclusive choice to become either a CD41 or a CD81 cell. In the of single-cell gene expression assays. Alternatively, the
hypothetical and analogous model of the peripheral immune re- multipotential precursor may contain incomplete or ster-
sponse (B), a helper T cell precursor (ThP) transits through a bipotent ile cytokine transcripts from inaccesible genes or may
stage (Th0) to then turn down selected genes and become either a
promiscuously activate cytokine promoters because re-Th1 or a Th2 cell. These two models allow for one clone to adopt
porter transgenes are isolated from negative cis-actingonly one fate. Based on more recent evidence, however, a model is
elements of the endogenous gene.suggested (C) where the effector decision is coupled to proliferation,
providing the possibility that more than one fate can be assumed
by cells expressing the same receptor. Yellow represents undifferen- Instructive and Selective?
tiated cells.
The initial variegation or inefficiency of helper T cell
commitment that rapidly, over subsequent cell divisions,
gives way to polarized populations raises the questionprogeny bearing the same receptor but different matura-
tional fates (Figure 1). of whether cytokines act in a selective or an instructive
manner. In other words, does the differentiative cytokine
actually produce a signal that alters the gene expressionChance and the Single Cell
The differentiation decision of helper T cells is highly pattern of a cell (instruction) or does it merely enrich a
population by favoring the growth or death of subsetsregulated by cytokines (O'Garra, 1998). Despite the dra-
matic ability of excesses in IL-12 and IL-4 signaling in that arise in a cell-autonomous, stochastic manner (se-
lection) (Figure 2)? Importantly, both models argue thatgenerating polarized Th1- and Th2-predominant popula-
tions, respectively, the cytokine interventions have very cytokines play a prominent (or dominant) role in the
outcome of effector development. Single-cell analyseslittle effect on generating large percentages of Th1- and
Th2-committed cells among the earliest cell divisions have demonstrated that even highly polarized popula-
tions are often contaminated with cells of the opposingfollowing T cell activation (Bird et al., 1998). Visualization
of this phenomenon has been greatly facilitated by tech- fate (Kelso et al., 1995) that may not have been apparent
when secreted cytokines were measured from cultureniques that allow for the single-cell analysis of cytokine
expression. One of the most striking but underempha- supernatants. The inability to fully homogenize a popula-
tion may reflect an experimental or biological ineffi-sized observations in the initial differentiation process
is the remarkable inefficiency of acquiring an effector ciency in the instructive process, but it may also be an
indicator that helper T cells have a significant degreephenotype (Bucy et al., 1995; Bird et al., 1998). Thus, it is
probably the case that in a population of cells uniformly of autonomy in making decisions. The recent findings
that double-deficient STAT-4/STAT-6 mutant mice cansignaled to assume a given fate (TCR signaling and
either recombinant IL-12 or IL-4), this inefficiency re- generate Th1 cells (Kaplan et al., 1998) argues against an
essential role for IL-12 in instruction of the Th1 lineage. Inflects a rate-limiting step in the initial activation of ef-
fector cytokine genes. addition, the findings that naive human T cells can be
primed in the absence of IL-4 to become Th2-like (De-The rate-limiting nature of effector cytokine expression
is similar to the phenomenon known as position-effect meure et al., 1995; Kalinski et al., 1995; King et al., 1995)
and that T cell±derived IL-4 expression can occur in vivovariegation (Wakimoto, 1998), owing to an inaccessible
state of the chromatin. In Drosophila eye development, in the absence of STAT-6-mediated signal transduction
(Dent et al., 1998; Morris et al., 1998) argue that IL-4a fly can develop a uniformly and completely colored
eye (i.e., all cells are the same color) if the gene responsi- may not be required to instruct the Th2 lineage. These
results parallel the differentiation of erythroid cells,ble for the eye color is in an accessible chromatin envi-
ronment. In some cases, however, the eye will develop where lineage commitment clearly occurs without in-
struction from erythropoietin signaling and instead se-into one that has only a small number of eye cells with
that color, the rest being a different color. Importantly, lection (survival and proliferation) of the lineage is im-
paired (Wu et al., 1995; Lin et al., 1996).the variegated state can arise without mutating the pri-
mary sequence of the color gene or any gene product While some data support a selective role for cytokines
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Figure 2. Alternative Models for the Regula-
tion of Helper T Cells by Cytokines
In all cases, a naive helper T cell precursor
(P) activated in the presence of the Th2-pro-
moting factor, IL-4, proliferates and ultimately
gives rise to a predominant population of Th2
(blue) cells. The bold arrows indicate at which
cellular stage IL-4 is acting. Instructive mod-
els predict that IL-4 produces signals which
transform the gene expression pattern of the
precursor into a Th2 cell. In selection, a cell
stochastically, autonomously, and inefficiently
adopts both the Th1 fate (after one cell cycle)
and the Th2 fate (after three cell cycles), inde-
pendently of the IL-4 signal. The early pres-
ence of IL-4, enriches the mixed population
by inhibiting the growth (minus, negative se-
lection) of both Th1 (red) and undifferentiated
(yellow) cells and/or favoring the growth
(plus, positive selection) of Th2 cells. Nega-
tive instruction predicts that the presence of
IL-4 inhibits the ability of progeny to adopt the
Th1 fate. Limited positive instruction predicts
that IL-4 produces a signal that makes a
greater number of progeny adopt the Th2 fate
than would do so in the absence of the IL-4
signal. We believe current evidence argues
against the upper-most (purely instructive)
model and favors a combination of the three
models below the dashed line.
in influencing helper T cell differentiation, at least three such as IL-12 or IL-4 is not required to open a target
cytokine locus but can indeed cause more cells to openquestions remain unresolved. The first is whether IFNg-
and IL-4-expressing cells that develop in the absence a cytokine locus, they might be described as ªunneces-
sary yet sufficientº for lineage commitment.of STAT-4 and STAT-6, respectively, constitute the same
differentiative fate as bona fide Th1 and Th2 cells. A The third unresolved issue is by which mechanisms
cytokines could act as selection factors. It is not yetsecond issue is whether cytokines may act in an instruc-
tive manner above and beyond a selective role (Figure known whether IL-4 can help to enrich minor subpopula-
tions to become larger populations of IL-4-producing2). This possibility is raised by analogy to B cell differenti-
ation in which cytokines such as IL-4 clearly play some cells by selectively favoring their growth and survival. It
is possible that enrichment of a particular subset mayrole in the commitment of cells to specific isotype
switching (Lebman and Coffman, 1988; Coffman et al., involve negative effects on an opposing subset. Such
a negative effect might be instructive or selective. For1993). The mechanisms whereby IL-4 might accomplish
this seem to be remodeling of chromatin and demethyl- example, IL-4 may enrich for Th2 cells by impairing the
growth of already committed Th1 cells (negative selec-ation of DNA (Schmitz and Radbruch, 1989; Berton and
Vitetta, 1990; Burger and Radbruch, 1990). It is possible tion) or by inhibiting the number of progeny that can
commit to the Th1 lineage (negative instruction) (Fig-that in helper T cell differentiation, cytokines can also
instruct the ability of certain percentages of progeny ure 2).
to become Th1-like or Th2-like. A potential molecular
mechanism for such an activity could be postulated Defaults, Stability, and Signal Strength
The possibility that helper T cell differentiation is initiallyby analogy to the findings that some STAT proteins
(Bhattacharya et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 1996; Horvai et stochastic also prompts us to speculate whether there
is any true default to the helper T cell response in theal., 1997; Korzus et al., 1998) associate with nuclear
proteins that possess histone-modifying activity (Ogryzko absence of factors such as IL-12 and IL-4. If the process
is intrinsically diversified for fates, then the finding thatet al., 1996). It will, therefore, be of interest to determine
whether cytokines such as IL-12 and IL-4 can actually Th1 cells predominate after in vitro culture of stimulated
STAT-4/STAT-6 double-knockout cells (Kaplan et al.,catalyze the remodeling of effector cytokine loci. The
observed association of chromatin remodeling in a pop- 1998) may reflect the sampling time point. The initial
asymmetry in cell division requirements for IFNg and IL-4ulation of cells conditioned by cytokines could mean
either the cytokine causes cells to remodel a locus or production under nonpolarizing conditions may favor
recovery of more Th1 cells after a short time. The pres-the cytokine merely promotes expansion of cells with a
remodeled locus (Agarwal and Rao, 1998). Based on ence and the persistence of some Th2-type cells may
become more apparent after chronic or repetitive stimu-studies of the initial infrequency in commitment (Bucy
et al., 1995; Bird et al., 1998), there is a fairly clear upper lation because Th1 cells may be prone to die earlier
than Th2 cells (Varadhachary et al., 1997; Zhang et al.,limit to which cytokines might instruct the process (Fig-
ure 2, ªLimited Positive Instructionº). If a cytokine signal 1997), creating an apparent transition from Th1 to Th2
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responses. This is not due to Th1 cells becoming Th2 Epigenetics as the Determinant
of Differentiation and Memorycells but rather to a Th1-predominant population giving
The question of whether cytokines play a selective, in-way to a Th2-predominant population. Indeed, in the
structive, or combined role in helper T cell differentiationstimulation of human T cells in the absence of IL-4 sig-
remains to be resolved. The meaning of the differenti-naling (Demeure et al., 1995; Kalinski et al., 1995; King
ated state, however, has become clearer. It is now ap-et al., 1995), repetitive rounds are required to generate
parent that the cytokines expressed by Th1 and Th2IL-4-producing cells and to diminish the number of IFNg-
cells are epigenetically repressed in naive T cells. Duringproducing cells.
the course of T cell activation, there are changes in theOther manipulations besides cytokines have been im-
chromatin structure and methylation for at least the IL-4,plicated in the choice of effector lineage, including anti-
IL-13, and IFNg genes (Young et al., 1994; Melvin et al.,gen dose, costimulation, and APC type (Bluestone,
1995; Agarwal and Rao, 1998; Bird et al., 1998; Fitzpat-1995; Constant et al., 1995; Hosken et al., 1995; Thomp-
rick et al., 1998; Takemoto et al., 1998). The recent bio-son, 1995; Constant and Bottomly, 1997). The finding
chemical association of these two processes (Nan etthat IL-2 promotes Th2 differentiation (Le Gros et al.,
al., 1998) provides a timely explanation for the observed1990; Seder et al., 1994) may be due to the important
cooperation of chromatin and methylation in regulatingrole IL-2 plays in cell cycle progression (Firpo et al.,
gene silencing in lymphocytes. The link between the cell1994). Costimulation also plays a prominent role in the
cycle±dependence of effector function and the epige-number of cycles a given progenitor can divide (Wells
netic changes required for cytokine gene activation iset al., 1997). Thus, the asymmetric requirements for cell
intriguing, because it revisits an old paradigm regardingdivision to express IFNg versus IL-4 are compatible with
the cell cycle as a developmental window of opportunitythe concept that Th2 differentiation is more dependent
(Weintraub et al., 1978): During DNA synthesis, an op-on costimulation (Bluestone, 1995; Thompson, 1995).
portunity arises to reconfigure the epigenetic state of aAlthough IL-2 is important for Th2 differentiation in vitro,
gene by synthesizing a daughter strand of DNA thatit is not required in vivo, since IL-2- (Sadlack et al., 1995)
differs from the parent strand, not in primary sequence,and IL-2R- (Suzuki et al., 1995; Willerford et al., 1995)
but in its relative accessibility.
deficient mice suffer from autoantibody production with
Once an inaccessible locus is derepressed, the open
high levels of Th2-driven Ig isotypes (Sadlack et al.,
state is often inherited by all daughter cells. Differenti-
1994). It is also intriguing that many of the mutants,
ated helper T cells exhibit such stability of epigenetic
including NFAT1- (Hodge et al., 1996; Xanthoudakis et changes. Thus, effector and memory T cell differentia-
al., 1996), Jnk1- (Dong et al., 1998), and CTLA4- (Water- tion may be characterized as the reversion of repression
house et al., 1995) deficient mice, which display hyper- and the subsequent heritability of demethylation and
proliferative defects, are also prone to Th2-type re- open chromatin. In the case of the IL-4 gene, this is
sponses. manifested as the ability of Th2 clones to produce
Recent examination of differences in the strength of daughters that uniformly make IL-4 immediately upon
TCR ligation have established that there is a stochastic T cell receptor ligation without entering the cell cycle
distribution of diverse fates after a broad range of sig- (Bird et al., 1998), without costimulation (McKnight et
nals (Grakoui et al., 1999). The net effect of antigen al., 1994), without cytokine signaling (Huang et al., 1997;
dose or altered ligands on changing the predominant Hu-Li et al., 1997), and with long-term fidelity of allelic
polarized outcome may, therefore, be attributable to expression patterns (Bix and Locksley, 1998) and epige-
changes in the balance of cytokine factors, which are netic remodeling (Agarwal and Rao, 1998; Bird et al.,
important in selecting various subsets. Although the di- 1998; Takemoto et al., 1998).
verse fates produced by a single antigen dose can be Together these data support a model in which the
completely polarized by cytokine manipulations (Gra- memory associated with the secondary responses of
koui et al., 1999), this powerful effect could be due to lymphocytes can be attributed to epigenetic effects. The
either the instruction of a dominant pattern of cytokine daughters of a differentiated effector or memory cell
gene expression among the progeny or the selection can have a more robust and rapid response because
of a distinct subset from heterogeneous progeny. The the cytokine locus is now open rather than in the closed
finding that there is a multiphasic inversion in subset state that characterizes a naive T cell. This is consistent
dominance over a range of antigen doses (Constant et with the recent finding that the memory for a cytotoxic
al., 1995; Hosken et al., 1995; Constant and Bottomly, T cell response is the result of a linear progression
1997) is compatible with the effects of antigen dose on through an effector state rather than the memory state
the cell division program, since changes in antigen dose being generated as an alternative fate of the naive T
alter the number of cells entering the proliferative pro- cell, which differs from that of the effector cell (Opferman
et al., 1999).gram rather than the number of divisions each cell
makes (Wells et al., 1997). Thus, low antigen dose results
in small percentages of progenitor cells mitosing a nor- Allelic Unlikelihood, the Illusion of Exclusion
mal number of times (rather than numerous progenitors Another recently described feature of cytokine genes is
dividing only once or twice). While the results concerning the frequent finding of monoallelic expression (Bix and
antigen dose and costimualtion could be consistent with Locksley, 1998; Hollander et al., 1998; Naramura et al.,
a selective model of differentiation, it should be empha- 1998; Riviere et al., 1998). Monoallelic expression proba-
sized that a direct instructive effect on differentiation bly reflects the finding that within a population of cells, it
from altered signaling has not been excluded at this is difficult, improbable, or unlikely to achieve a cytokine-
expressing state. If each of the two alleles of a giventime.
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Figure 3. Two Pathways to Random Monal-
lelic Expression
Each pair of bars represents the two alleles
of a hypothetical gene within a single cell.
(A) In true allelic exclusion, a reliable gene
activation (or recombination) event (red allele)
is accompanied by an equally reliable prohi-
bition of activation (blue) of the other allele
among all cells competent to reach a differen-
tiation step.
(B) Allelic unlikelihood assumes that among
cells competent to reach a differentiation step,
only a small percentage are capable of the
gene activation (or recombination) event. If
individual alleles are independently regulated,
the chance of two alleles in a single cell
achieving activation is highly unlikely. Selec-
tive survival or progression of the differenti-
ated cells results in a homogeneous popula-
tion of monallelically expressing cells with
some degree of apparent leakiness, which
may vary with the length of the differen-
tiation step and the selection process. Although not yet experimentally established, we believe virtually all monoallelic expression of lymphocyte
genes may represent allelic unlikelihood with the illusion of exclusion.
cytokine gene are independently regulated, it is possible Closing Windows of Opportunity
The apparent leakiness, or lack thereof, in monoallelicbut not likely that two alleles within the same cell will
become activated (akin to lightning striking twice in the expression might therefore be attributable to both the
length of time the window of differentiation (when com-same place during a single storm). This form of monoal-
lelic expression differs from true allelic exclusion, as is petent for recombination or cytokine gene remodeling)
is open and the length of time cells may dwell in thatseen with parentally imprinted genes. Instead, we would
regard this as allelic unlikelihood (Figure 3). open window prior to their selection (Figure 3). For
TCRb, which is tight but not absolute in its apparentOther molecules that display monoallelic expression
include receptors on all lymphocytes such as the TCR, exclusion, there is closure of the window of opportunity
as the RAG genes are being turned off. In addition, asBCR, and NK family of receptors and, in the central
nervous system, the olfactory receptors (Chess et al., soon as a b chain is expressed, cells move on to the
proliferative and double-positive stage. The closure of1994). It is tempting to speculate, therefore, that situa-
tions with populational diversity (brain, lymphocyte windows, which helps to enforce monoallelic expres-
sion, is not truly exclusion if there is no active prohibitionspecificity, lymphocyte effector fates) have evolved by
virtue of the stochastic and low-probability expression (just poor odds) to simultaneous recombination at both
alleles. For TCRa, with greater apparent leakiness ofof one of multiple members of a set of genes because
of their shared property of inaccessibility. In contrast exclusion, it may be that while double-positive cells are
sampling the thymic-epithelium for suitable peptide/to some current models in which antigen receptors on
lymphocytes utilize true allelic exclusion, we favor a MHC fit, there is a longer opportunity for a chains to
continue to rearrange.model in which allelic unlikelihood is responsible for
virtually all monoallelic expression in lymphocytes. The It is likely that windows also close in helper T cell
differentiation. Th2 differentiation can probably onlyapparent exclusion is generated probably because the
true differentiation window, the period when the progen- proceed during the first few cell divsions after the naive
cell is activated. Although Th2 clones may continue toitor cells are competent to undergo recombination, is
inapparent. When small numbers of cells within the pop- express STAT-6, GATA-3, c-maf, and other factors that
are necessary for Th2 differentiation, it is fairly clear thatulation make the successful differentiation step, they
are selected and defined on the basis of this success. monoallelic Th2 cells do not later open their second
IL-4 allele, since the allelic patterns remain stable overWe may never discern the majority population that failed
to differentiate because it phenotypically resembles the continuous passage (Bix and Locksley, 1998). Closure
of the Th2 differentiation window is also obvious whenprevious stage of differentiation, or it may die. For exam-
ple, at the double-negative stage in the thymus, only the cell chooses the Th1 fate. Attempts to make Th1
clones express IL-4 have failed even when cytokine envi-small numbers of cells may be capable of completing
TCRb rearrangement, but those cells that do success- ronments are artificially manipulated (Hu-Li et al., 1997)
or when genes are introduced that are sufficient to en-fully rearrange a b chain can initiate signal transduction
through the pre-TCR, undergo massive proliferation, force expression of IL-4 during the transition of naive
cells into Th1 cells (Ouyang et al., 1998).and become double-positive cells. The number of dou-
ble-negative cells that are competent but unsuccessful The apparent leakiness of NK receptor exclusion also
suggests allelic unlikelihood, and it remains to be testedat completely rearranging TCRb may never actually be
perceived. In the case of TCRa, allelic unlikelihood may whether a similar mechanism controls the IL-2 gene and
the olfactory receptor genes. It is believed that, for thealso occur. Again, the fate of those cells that are incapa-
ble of rearranging either a chain might never be per- olfactory receptors, a truly exclusive embryonic imprint
is made that allows the activation of one allele and theceived, because they may die by neglect like cells with
useless ab TCRs. silencing of another allele (Chess et al., 1994). However,
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this is based on the indirect evidence that there is
asynchrony of DNA replication for the two alleles without
direct evidence of some preestablished epigenetic
marking.
As more is learned about gene expression in helper
T cells, what remains intriguing is that the generation of
receptor diversity and the generation of effector pheno-
types have many parallels. Inaccessibility is likely to be
limiting in both differentiation steps (Sleckman et al.,
1996; Agarwal and Rao, 1998; Bird et al., 1998), perhaps
to ensure populational diversity. The memory of speci-
ficity is maintained by the recombination event, and the
memory of effector function is maintained by the stability
Figure 4. A Spectrum of Silencing by Epigenetic Effectsof epigenetic modification that occurs in a given cyto-
In this simplified, hypothetical model, methylation (blue) representskine locus. Both memory of specificity and memory of
the mechanism of gene silencing or repression. Chromatin and rate-effector fate are reinforced by the closure of develop-
limiting concentrations of trans-acting factors could also mediate
mental windows of opportunity. this effect. The likelihood of expression (red) varies inversely to
the amount of repression. Essential (ªhousekeepingº) genes are
rigorously protected from promoter methylation, while dangerousThe Evolutionary Pawnshop
retroelements that invade the genome (ªjunk DNAº) are heavily meth-Many of the gene products that appear to be involved
ylated. In between these two poles, many lymphocyte genes (cyto-in the repression and derepression of lymphocytes have
kines, antigen receptors) are regulated by moderate methylation or
been recycled from earlier uses in developmental biol- inaccessibility in order to yield a reliable but infrequent (variegated)
ogy. Ikaros is the ortholog of the repressor hunchback, pattern of expression.
which is responsible for silencing during pattern for-
mation of Drosophila. Members of the lymphocyte-
restricted Ikaros family of DNA-binding proteins serve as but, instead, emblematic of the ways in which lympho-
master regulators for numerous lymphocyte decisions cytes borrow the rules and gamepieces of earlier devel-
(Morgan et al., 1997; Hahm et al., 1998; Kelley et al., opmental paradigms. Other genes that have important
1998; Nichogiannopoulou et al., 1998). Recently, these roles in both embryogenesis and helper T cell subset
proteins have been tied to the process of gene repres- differentiation include NFATc (Ranger et al., 1998a,
sion by virtue of their colocalization with numerous silent 1998b, 1998c) and c-maf (Ho et al., 1996, 1998; Kim
genes in lymphocytes. Ikaros proteins appear to se- et al., 1999b). Several other developmentally important
quester repressed genes to spatially restricted zones of
genes, such as Notch genes (Robey, 1997; Deftos et
the nucleus which are prohibited from transcriptional
al., 1998), which are clearly important in some of the
activity (Brown et al., 1997, 1999). In addition, Ikaros
developmental decisions of lymphocytes, have not yet
family members regulate chromosomal integrity (Avitahl
been tested for their ability to regulate helper T cell
et al., 1999) and associate with chromatin remodeling
differentiation.
complexes (Kim et al., 1999a), thereby establishing a
It will remain to be determined whether the functionsfurther link between gene expression patterns in lym-
of recycled factors are identical in the developmentalphocytes and epigenetic effects. Polycomb genes, which
decisions of embryogenesis and the immune responseare prominent regulators of homeotic gene activity dur-
decisions made by lymphocytes. One could imagine thating pattern formation, have also been found to be impor-
gene regulation is less stochastic during embryogenesistant regulators of lymphocyte signaling and proliferation
than during helper T cell differentiation because lympho-(Akasaka et al., 1997; Schumacher and Magnuson,
cyte genes may be more repressed than genes that are1997).
essential for development. The decision to retain theAccompanying the epigenetic changes that mark the
RAG genes was the salvation of potentially useless oremergence of a cytokine-expressing lineage may also
dangerous DNA into a useful evolutionary adaptation forbe changes in lineage-specific transcription factors (for
higher species. Similarly, many genes of lymphocytesrecent reviews see Rincon and Flavell, 1997; Murphy,
appear to be regulated as salvage. Effector cytokine1998; Glimcher and Singh, 1999). These nuclear factors
genes are not completely silenced by methylation ormay drive transactivation of signature genes and/or in-
sequence mutation in the same way that evolution man-hibit transactivation of genes that represent other lin-
ages useless or dangerous retroelements which invadeeages. It is even possible that they mediate some of
the genome (Yoder et al., 1997). Nor are the cytokinetheir functions by regulating epigenetic effects. GATA-3,
genes as rigorously protected from methylation and reli-like other GATA family members, is an essential regula-
ably activated as those genes with housekeeping func-tor of gene activation in both embryogenesis and T cell
tions. Rather, we envision many lymphocyte genes todevelopment (Pandolfi et al., 1995; Ting et al., 1996). In
fall in between a spectrum of housekeeping genes andthe periphery, GATA-3 positively regulates Th2 cytokine
dangerous retroelements (ªjunk DNAº), useful only ifgenes (Zheng and Flavell, 1997; Ouyang et al., 1998)
rather heavily methylated and full of cis-acting se-and negatively enforces the adoption of the Th1 fate
quences that allow repression or sequestration (Figure(Ouyang et al., 1998). That GATA-3 becomes recycled
4). In this way, the appropriate trans-acting factors canas a central regulator of the Th1/Th2 switch after its
earlier developmental roles is perhaps not surprising mediate reliable yet parsimonious activation of these
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genes within a uniform population due to the rate-lim- study of lymphocytes could yield much new information
iting nature of their inaccessibility. It may not be coinci- on cellular decision making and unlock clues about the
dence that a central mechanism of genomic defense for way in which an enlarging genome is regulated in evo-
higher species, silencing by methylation (Yoder et al., lution.
1997), has been applied, albeit in slightly relaxed form,
as a broad regulatory principle to the most recently
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